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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Certpaper.com is a semiconductor discrete manufacturing organization. It has its own

manufacturing and distribution centers located globally.

 

It has these operating Units:

 

US - USA operating unit

CAN - Canadian operating unit

UK - UK operating unit

MX - Mexican operating unit

IND - India operating unit

SPA - Spain operating unit

FRA - France operating unit

NL - Netherlands operating Unit

GER - Germany operating unit.

 

These are the inventory organizations that exist in each operating unit:

 

Inventory Org - Operating unit

--------------------------------------------

TK (Master Org) - US

US1 (Child Org) - US

US2 (Child Org) - US

CA1 (Child Org) - CAN

MX1 (Child Org) - MX

IN1 (Child Org) - IND

SP1 (Child Org) - SPA

FR1 (Child Org) - FRA

NL1 (Child Org) - NL

GE1 (Child Org) - GER

 

Which three statements are true? (Choose three.)
 

A. Master organization TK cannot be shared across operating units.

B. All inventory organizations do not need to be in the same operating unit to assign items.

C. Items defined in TK organization can be assigned to US1,US2, NL1 and MX1 inventory

organizations.

D. Organization items in the inventory responsibility assigned to FRA operating unit can be

restricted, to not view the organization items assigned to US2 inventory organization.

E. You can define an item in IN1 inventory organization and assign it to GE1 inventory

organization.
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F. Items cannot be assigned to inventory organizations across operating units.
 

Answer: B,C,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

You specified cycle count measurement error values when you defined your item at the master

item or organization item level. You also specified a cycle count quantity variance approval

tolerance at the cycle count item level. If the actual cycle count quantity for your item differs from

the system on-hand quantity by less than the specified measurement error, Oracle Inventory

_____.(Select one answer)
 

A. does not consider cycle count approval tolerance but makes a cycle count adjustment

B. applies the measurement error to the cycle count approval tolerance before the approval

decision and makes a cycle count adjustment when approved

C. does not consider cycle count approval tolerance and does not make a cycle count adjustment

D. applies the measurement error to the cycle count approval tolerance before the approval

decision and does not make a cycle count adjustment when approved
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

Which three statements are true about defining an item using a template? (Assume that there are

no Interdependent Attributes.) (Choose three.)
 

A. A template can be applied only at the master organization level.

B. A template applied to a master item, which has already been assigned to a child organization,

can still update the organization-controlled item.

C. Modifying an item template will automatically update the items that were previously defined

using that template.

D. A template can be applied at the master or child organization levels.

E. You can apply multiple templates to an item.

F. Template application is additive. If you apply a second template to an item, the item will retain

the values of all the attributes that were not enabled by the second template.

G. Template application is exclusive. If you apply a second template to an item, the item will not

retain any values of the prior template.
 

Answer: D,E,F
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QUESTION NO: 4 
 

You are setting up a requisition move order for which approval is required. At the organization

level, you have defined the following:
 

However, the approval process is not being enabled for the organization item. What is a possible

reason?
 

A. The subinventory source type has not been set to pull level.

B. The Move Order Timeout Action has been set to a value greater than zero.

C. A planner has not been assigned to the organization item.

D. The Move Order Timeout Period has been set to a value greater than zero.
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

From which Oracle applications can 'in-transit' receipts be received into an organization?
 

A. Purchasing and Work in Process

B. Purchasing and Order Management

C. Purchasing

D. Purchasing, Inventory, and Work in Process
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

A customer who distributes widgets has a warehouse with locations where material is stored. In

the customer's current system, users may receive material on a purchase order and indicate the

location where it should go, but when the material is physically sent to the location, they may

discover that the location is full. What is the best way to solve the problem ?
 

A. Set up the locations as locators, and use the capacity tab of the locator definition form to enter

the maximum number of items that can be stored in the locator.

B. Set up each location as a subinventory and select the nettable flag.

C. Set up each location as a subinventory and select the Allow Reservation flag.

D. Set up each location as an organization and create locators in the organization.
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